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Program 11 Experimental and Computational Study of the Viscoplastic Response of High
Temperature Structures
E. A. Thornton, M. F. Coyle and J. D. Kolenski
Objectives
The basic objectives of the research program are to: (1) investigate
thermoviscoplastic (TVP) response of thin panels subject to intense local heating, and (2)
evaluate finite element thermal-structural analyses with TVP constitutive models by
comparison with experimental data.
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Experimentaland ComputationalStudiesof ThermoviscoplasticPanels
Earl A. Thornton
Marshall Coyle
J.D. Kolenski
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Abstract
The presentation will describe the first nine months of experimental and
computational studies of the thermal-structural behavior of thin panels subjected to
localized heating. Initial experimental studies have focused on developing an
experimental set-up with well-defined thermal-structural boundary conditions.
Preliminary tests with a "Heldenfels _ panel have demonstrated out of plane bending
(thermal buckling) due to panel initial imperfections. Initial computational studies have
focused on: (1) validation of a thermoviscoplastic code to predict thermal stresses in the
unbuckled panel, and (2) investigating in-plane stresses for test panels under transient
thermal loading. Plans for future research are described in the presentation.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES
OF THERMOVISCOPLASTIC PANELS
Earl A. Thornton
Marshall Coyle
J. D. Kolenski
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
0 Investigate Thermoviscoplastic (TVP) response of thin panels
subject to intense local heating.
0 Evaluate finite element Thermal-Structural analyses with unified
TVP constitutive models by comparison with experimental data.
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HELDENFELS PROBLEM
Coolant
Co
Plastic Tube -'J _" ' "'k_ \ _, _,__
Test Panel -J __._._.._'__
Te ntlikeTeb umlPoerature
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES:
0
0
0
PHASE 1 - UNSUPPORTED "HELDENFELS" PANEL (304 SS)
Evaluate Nichrome Wire Heating Technique
Check out Coolant System
Observe Qualitative Behavior of Panel
OBJECTIVES:
0
0
0
0
PHASE 2 - ENCLOSED SUPPORTED PANEL
Investigate Alternative Insulation Schemes
Obtain Thermal Data
Investigate Support System Design
Install Data Acquisition System
Color Slides Will Show The Experiments
INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
0 WIRE HEATING
-Produces up to 20W/in.
-Limited to Panel Temperatures of 500 ° F by RTV
• CLOSED-LOOP CHILL WATER COOLING SYSTEM DESIRABLE
O PANEL DEMONSTRATES SIGNIFICANT BENDING
-Thickness Delta Temperature Less than 3° F
-Thermal Buckling due to Panel Initial Deflections
• HEAVY INSULATION REQUIRED FOR LINEAR TEMPERATURES
• TO TEST BARE PANEL, NEED TO MINIMIZE FREE CONVECTION
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FUTURE RESEARCH PLANS
O MEASURE INITIAL DEFORMATIONS OF HASTELLOY-X
O INSTALL AND EVALUATE CHILL-WATER COOLANT SYSTEM
Q INSTRUMENT HASTELLOY-XTEST PANEL
• BEGIN TESTS OF HASTELLOY-X PANEL
EXPERIMENTAL TEMPERA TURES FOR INSULA TED TEST PANEL
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FINITE ELEMENT THERMOVISCOPLASTIC ANALYSIS
0 ASSUMES QUASI-STATIC THERMAL STRESS BEHAVIOR
-Neglects Thermal-Mechanical Coupling in Energy Equation
-Neglects Inertia Forces in Equations of Motion
• ASSUMES PLANE STRESS
• USES BODNER-PARTOM CONSTITUTIVE MODEL
• IMPLEMENTS EQUATIONS IN RATE FORM AND USES
TIME-MARCHING ALGORITHM (REFERENCE 3)
• USE QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS
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FINITE ELEMENT ELASTIC VALIDATION ANALYSIS
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O USES 1D ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR T (Y,t)
ASSUMES 1/4 SYMMETRY
UNIFORM MESH - 176 nodes and 150 elements
USES B1900 + Hf SUPERALLOY MATERIAL
COMPARED RESULTS WITH COMMERCIAL ANSYS CODE
ELASTIC VALIDATION ANAL YSIS
Boundary Conditions
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ELASTIC VALIDATION ANAL YSIS
• Predicted Stresses Identical to ANSYS Results
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ELASTIC VALIDA"I ION ANAL YSIS
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ELASTIC VS. VISCOPLASTIC RESPONSE
Elastic
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ELASTIC VS. VISCOPLASTIC RESPONSE
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FUTURE RESEARCH
COMPUTATIONAL:
O INVESTIGATE QUASI-STATIC ASSUMPTION FOR TVP
O BEGIN DEVELOPMENT OF LARGE DEFLECTION,
TVP, PLATE BENDING ANALYSIS
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HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENT ENHANCED FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION IN METALS I
RICHARD P. GANGLOFI _
Abstrm
Fracturemechanics-basedmethodsfor damage tolerantfatiguelifepredictiondo not adequatelydescribe
the deleteriouseffectof the surrounding environment. Such analysesare complicaled by the time
¢_vtdence of crack growth rates (da/dN), by a multitude of important variables and by compromiJes of
AK similitude. Gases and electrolytes which produce hydrogen by reactions with crack surfaces enhance
daMN in aerospace iron, aluminum and nickel-based alloys. Environment causes time-dependent cracking
above the sustained load threshold (K_.c) and cycle-time-dependent craddng below KrDcc where cyclic
deformation is uniquely damaging. Crack growth in SUlx,ralloy$ in elevated temperature oxidizing air is
phenomenologically simihzr to low temperature hydrogen environment fatigue. The magnitude of the
hydrogen environment effea on da/dN depends on environment activity (gas pressure, temperature and
electrode potential); AK, waveform and mean level; loading frequency and hold time," and alk_y
composition, microstructure and o_,. Modeb for da/dN-dK are developed based on linear superpoaition,
e_qpirical curve fitting, and chemical damage meottani.nna. With additwnal cited research, hydrogen
effects can be incorporated into existing fatigue life prediction codes such as NASA FLAGRO.
 trod on
The fracxttre mechanics approach to damage tolerant control of fatigue crack propagation employs
laboratory data on crack growth rate (da/dN) versus stress inte_ity nmge (AK = _ - _ for
quantitative predichons of component life through the similitude concept mggested by Paris and
coworker_ Ij. Over the past 15 years, the method has been advanced to account for rims-threshold fatigue
cracking _1, _ c'n_k effects 131, crack closm_ _, spectnun ic_:lmg _ =rid the behavior of amsotropic
advanced materia& _. This method has been successfully incorporated into computerized life prediction
codes for aerospace components°'t°_; however such work has focused on fatigue in moist air.
Eaviroe.ment, particularly when capable of producing atomic hydrogen through reactions with •
metal deleteriously affects rates of fatigue crack propagation in most strucumd alloys _'i.lsl. The applicatioe
of fracture mechanics to m_tal fatigue crack propagation has progressed over the p=st 25 yeats II_.
Notable advances include: (a) the demonstration of AK simili_, (b) developments of experimental
me/.hod_ _, (c) chaxacterizations of da/dN-AK it1|, (d) identification of crack closure and small crack-
environment interactions r_1, (e) scientific studies of mechamsm_ 'gs and (f) life prediction methods for
energy systems mm_. Hydrogen environmmt effects have not, however, been systematically incorporated
into life prediction methods for aerospace components.
Two factors hinder quantitative life prediction to control environmental fatigue crack propagation
1This work is conducted in collaboration with R.G. Forman of the L.B. Johnson Space Flight Center under
¢onttw.t _-SOW-N-2584.
ZProfessor, Department of Materials Science, School of Engineering and Applied Sciea_.e,Thornton Hall,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, 22903.
In: Proceedlnas Conference on Advanced Earth-To-Or'oR Prooulsk:m Technoloov. R.J. Richrnond
and S.T. Wu, eds., NASA, Marshall Space Right Center, Huntsvlle, Alabama, In press (lg90).
FATIGUE CRACK PROP,t, GATION IN AEROSPACE ALUMINUM ALIJ3YS
R.P. Gangloff _. R.S. Piascik 2, D.L. Dicus 3 and J.C. Newman, Jr."
ORIGINAL PAGE iS
OF POOR QUALITY
alZ=mLCt
cT_is paper review s fracture mechanics based, dam,age tolerant
aractenzauons and predictions of faugue crack growth in
aerospace aluminum alloys. The results of laboratory
experimentation and modeling are summarized in the areas of:
(a) fatigue crack closure, (b) the wide range crack growth rate
response of convenoonal aluminum alloys. (c) the fatigue
behavior of advanced monolithic alurmnum alloys and metal
matrix composites, (d) the short crack problem, (e)
environmental faogue and (f) variable amplitude loading.
Remaining uncenainoes and necessaryresearch are identified.
Thiswork providesa foundationforthedevelopment of faogue
resistantalloysand composites,nextgenerationlifepredicuon
codes for new su'ucturaldesignsand extreme environments.
and to countertheproblem of agingcomponents.
The fracture mechanics approach to fatigue crack
propagauon quantitatively couples laboratory studies on alloy
performance and fatigue mecharasms with damage tolerant life
prediction methods through the concept of growth rate
similitude. This method, illustrated in Figure 1, is traceable to
the seminal results of Paris and coworkers for the case of moist
air environmentsJ:l and is outlined in current textbooksf21
SubcriticaJ fatigue crack propagation is measured m precracke_
laboratory specimens according to standardized methodsr3J
Crack length (a) versus load cycles O¢) data are analyzed to
yield a material propen'y; averaged fatigue crack growth rate
(da/dN) as a function of the applied stress intensity range, AK.
&K is the difference between maximum (Kin,) and minimum
stress intensity values during a load cycle. Pans
experimental]y demonstrated the pnnciple of similitude; that is,
equal fatigue crack growth rates are produc.ed for equal applied
stress intensity ranges, independent of load, crack size and
component or specimen geometrym. Wei and coworkers
extended this concept to describe corrosion fatigue crack
propagation in aggressive gas and liquid environmentsl'l.
The similitude principle enables an integration of
laboratory da/dN-&K data to predic! component fatigue
(ASTM E647-B$}
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Figure 1. Fracture mechanics approach to faligue crack
growth: material characterizalion and
compoaenj life prediction.
behavior, in terms of either applied stress range (Ao) versus
total life (Nf) or crack length (a) versus load cycles (N), for
any initial defect saze and component configuration. These
calculations require component loading and stress analyses,
initial crack shzeand shape, and a component stressintensity
solution. This method has been developed for complex
structural applications m the energy, petrochemical and
1 Departuaml of Materials Soe_ce, School of Engmeenng and Apphed Science, Umver_ty of VLrgu_a, Charlortes,,olle, VA. 22901.
Z Formerly, Graduate Smdeat. Departmem of Materials $cteace, Umversity of Vtrtnma; CarrmU). Mechamcs of Matentls Branch.
Materials DIvI_oQ, NASA Lan£1ey Rec, e.trcb Center. Hampton. VA, 23665.
3 Metallic MatenaJs Branch, Materials Division, NASA langley Reseatr.h C_w.r, Hampton, VA. 23665.
t Mechamcs of MateTials Bnmch. Materials Division, NASA Laagley Research Cm_r0 Hampton, VA, 23665.
IN: Proceedinos 17th ICAS Conores._ Royal AeronauUcal Society,
London, UK,in press (1990).
THE ROLE OF HYDROLYSIS IN THE CREVICE CORROSION
OF ALUMINUM-LITHIUM-COPPER ALLOYS
R.G. Buchheit
Center for Electrochemical Sciences and Engineering
Department of Materials Science
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901
J.P. Moran
Naval Research Laboratory
Washingtdn, D.C. 23075-5000
(formerly of the University of Virginia)
G.E. Stoner
Center for Electrochemical Sciences and Engineering
Department of Materials Science
University of Virginia
CHarlottesville, VA 22901
ABSTRACT
The hydrolytic behavior of cations plays an important role in the
crevice corrosion of aluminum and its alloys. Hydrolysis equilibrium
reactions can either consume or produce H + thereby altering pH. An
external cathode electrolytically coupled to a crevice can also
influence the pH developed in a crevice. In this study, simulated
crevice experiments were performed with pure aluminum, solution heat
treated (SHT) AI-3Li and SHT AI-3Cu to determine the effects of A13+
Li + and Cu 2+ hydrolysis on steady state pH. Simulated crevice
experiments were carried out with aerated bulk solutions, deaerated
bulk solutions and with no bulk solution to determine the effect of a
remote cathode on the steady state pH response. The pH response was
interpreted in terms of distribution diagrams constructed from
formation quotients and mass action equations for the appropriate
hydrolysis products. Finally, the results of the above experiments
were used to assess the roles of hydrolysis and the external cathode
in determining the steady state pH measured in the ternary alloy AI-
3Cu-2Li (AA 2090). In all experiments crevice acidification occurred
when the bulk solution was aerated. When the bulk solution was
ueaeratea or when no bulk solution was present a mildly alkaline
crevice pH developed. Analysis of distribution diagrams shows that
A13+ hydrolysis can generate an acidic to neutral crevice solution.
Lithium hydrolysis does not occur until a pH of Ii and is not an
important process at the pH values observed here. However,lithium
dissolution can assist in generating mild alkalinity. Evidence also
suggests that some Cu 2+ hydrolysis occurs contributing to the alkaline
pH observed for isolated crevice in SHT Ai-3Cu and SHT 2090.
A Micromeclnnnical
Connl)osite Yield Model
Accounting for Residual Slresses
C. T. llerakovich, ]. Aboudi t and J. L. Beuth, Jr.
Civil Engineeri,g Deparlment
University. of Virginia
Charlotlesvnlle, VA 22903
Abstract
An analytical microuncchanical model is used to preclict yiekling in
continuous-fiber unidirectional metal-matrix composite materials. The van
Mises criterion is used to predict yichling of Ihe comlx)site malrix I)ased on (!)
Lhe average stresses in the matrix, and (2) the largest of line average stresses in
cacln of the modelled anatrix stnlx;ells. Two-dinlcnsional yield surfaces are gen-
eraled under thermomec!mnieal Ion(ling conditions for two metal matrix compo-
sites, I)oron/aluminunn and silicon carbi(le/litanimn. Results indicate that,
dcpen(ling on the material, temperature excursions typically experienced in pro-
cessing may cause matrix yiehling at zero far-field applied stress. "llm analysis
slnows thai Ihermnl stresses distort and shiftthe yiehl surface based l,pon subcell
stresses, lhus the importance of enicromechanics is demonsuated.
1. hnlroduction
The ability to use metal matrix composites at high tempcralures is one of
tlleir important advantages over resin matrix composites. Since dm rectal Inatrix
is an elastoplaslic material, it appears Ilmt the prediction of the overall yield sur-
face of the composite is a fundamental step toward Ihe study of its behavior.
Yiehling of tile composite is caused by the yielding of its metal matrix. The
prc(liclion of the initial yield surfaces of metal matrix composite in the absence
of liner,hal effects was presented by Pindcra and Aboudi 0988). It was slnown
that yield surfaces generated on the basis of the average matrix behavior gen-
erally underestimalc initial yielding as compared with predictions based on local
nnalrix stresses and final the results obtained on thc basis of local matrix stresses
corrclale very well willn fi,filc element predictions of Dvorak et al (1973). "l],c
approach presenled by Pintlera and Aboudi (1988) is based on the
micromeclmnical model of periodic array of filx_rs which was recently rcviewed
by Aboudi (1989). "this micro,neclmnical approach is analylical and reti,,ircs
minimal counputational effort, while olfering the ability to model generalized
avixi|i.g from'l'clAviv Univcrsi,y,Tcl Aviv. lsracl
Presented at the IUTAH
Hay, 1990 and published
the IUTAH Symposium on
Composlte Haterlals.
Symposium, Troy, NY,
tn the proceedings of
Inelastic Behavior of
Matrix Mean-Field and Local-Field Approaches
in the Analysis of Metal Matrix Composites
Jacob Aboudi 1
Marek-Jerzy Pindera 2
Abstract
A micromechanical investigation of the inelastic response of metal matrix
composites analyzed by two different methodologies is presented. The first
method is based on the mean stress field in the entire ductile matrix phase, while
the second one is based on the local stress field. The present study is a continua-
tion of a previous investigation in which a micromechanics model based on a
periodic array of fibers was employed to generate yield surfaces of metal matrix
composites using local and mean matrix stresses. In this paper, we extend the
aforementioned analysis to the prediction of the inelastic stress-strain response
of metal matrix composites subjected to different loading histories. Results for
the overall elastoplastic response of the investigated metal matrix composites
indicate that the mean-field approach may lead to significant deviations of the
effective composite behavior as compared either to finite element results or
measured data. The predictions of the effective composite response generated
by the two approaches are compared with experimental and numerical data on
unidirectional boron/aluminum and graphite/aluminum.
Introduction
In a previous investigation, Pindera and Aboudi (1988) discussed the use of
average matrix stress in determining initial yield surfaces of metal matrix com-
posites. Specifically, the micromechanics model proposed by Aboudi (1986)
was employed to generate initial yield surfaces of unidirectional and multidirec-
fional (cross-ply) boron/aluminum laminates under a variety of loading condi-
tions using two different approaches. In the first approach, overall yielding of
tPrt£essorand Dean, Facultyof Engineering.Tel-Aviv University, Ramat-Aviv69978, Israel
2Assistant Professor.SEAS. University of Virginia,Charlottesville, VA 22903. USA
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